MY UBC IMMIGRATION JOURNEY

Step 1

1. **Admitted to UBC**
2. **Apply for a SP before coming**
3. **Get approved for a study permit (with TRV or eTA)**
4. **Get a SP at the border or airport**
5. **Apply for SIN (in-person)**
6. **Apply for MSP (online)**

*SP= STUDY PERMIT  
TRV= TEMPORARY RESIDENT VISA  
eTA= ELECTRONIC TRAVEL AUTHORIZATION  
SIN= SOCIAL INSURANCE NUMBER  
MSP= MEDICAL SERVICES PLAN*

Step 2

1. **Graduation**
2. **Work?**
   - **Apply for PGWP**
   - **Permanent residency**
3. **Leaving UBC**
   - **Co-op?**
   - **Need more time?**
   - **Need a new passport?**
   - **Study more?**
   - **Apply for co-op WP**
   - **Apply for a new passport (home country consulate)**
   - **Extend SP**
   - **Apply for TRV**
   - **Extend MSP**
   - **Extend SIN**

*SP= STUDY PERMIT  
TRV= TEMPORARY RESIDENT VISA  
WP= WORK PERMIT  
SIN= SOCIAL INSURANCE NUMBER  
MSP= MEDICAL SERVICES PLAN  
PGWP= POST-GRADUATION WORK PERMIT*

The information in this document has been reviewed and endorsed by Regulated Canadian Immigration Consultants (RCICs) or Regulated International Student Immigration Advisors (RISIAs) in compliance with the Canadian Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and Regulations. This is not a legal document and information may change without notice. Always refer to Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) for the most up-to-date information. This document was last updated on September 30, 2019.